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Kiara Wessling
Editors’ Preface
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The twenty-fourth edition of *disClosure: A Journal of Social Theory* presents the theme of “Market Failures, Famines, and Crises.” Within its pages, we hope to present the opportunity to explore ways of understanding and interpreting times of financial uncertainty and instability through an interdisciplinary lens.

In this issue, you will find scholarly articles and creative writing that explore the topics related to the journal theme. The range of articles presented cover content from reevaluations of current research on markets to fiction inviting us to question how markets and the economy shape our perceptions and life experiences. The journal includes scholarly articles and essays, works of fiction and poetry, and interviews with prominent scholars in fields relating to social theory and this issue’s theme.

The collection of scholarly articles and essays in this volume cover a range of topics that critically examine different aspects of market relations. Ulmer’s photo essay provides us with a closer look at how markets influence the gold mining process in the Amazon. Luke takes a step into the macro perspective to ask whether the market is truly colorblind as its proponents claim. Janoski then guides readers to critically examine and challenge dominant theories of just how these markets truly work. Sharpe provides a meaningful reflection on the relationship between the United States and the 1983 Ethiopia Famine. Finally, Phillips provides an exploration of American capitalism.

Fiction and poetry provide a creative lens through which to explore the impact of markets on the lives of individuals and communities. Sherry explores the affective meanings of the market through four poems, This is carried further by Joshi’s short story, *A Town Without A Market*. Banh provides reflections on the Hong Kong Democracy Movement in two poems. Wren’s six visceral poems explore issues related to crisis, trauma, and personal failures.

Finally, the Spring Lecture Series of the Committee on Social Theory gave our Collective an opportunity to discuss many issues related to market failures, famines, and crises with leading scholars from a variety of disciplines. The interviews with Drs. Greta Krippner and Peter Temin explore topics such as the lessons from the Great Depression, financialization, and how to bridge social theory with the study of how seemingly abstract economic forces have real effects on human experiences. An additional interview with Professor Margaret Archer allows us to take a step back, to think about social theory and social theorizing more broadly.
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